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Introduction and Problem Definition
Nowadays, more than 90 percent people use web recommendation systems to buy or sell their real estates. [1,2] There are plenty of platforms which integrate the real estate data and present them in one website, like Google, Yelp, Zillow. [3]

The existing problem is that none of these current systems is designed for meeting all needs, especially for college students and daily commuters in one place. Those people, when they are looking for housing rental, need to search among lots of different websites gaining all the information they need such as commuting time from home to workplace and the safety information. For example, one might need to search for houses on Zillow, then move to Google maps for transit time for every house he or she is interested in and then look up reviews of leasing offices or agencies. Furthermore, one might have additional preferences such as shopping location, favorite store and dog parks.

So we want to build a housing rental recommendation website for those who commutes daily, which can provide renting recommendations based on users’ personal references, such as basic information, safety anticipation, and transportation requirement. This recommendation website is designed for off-campus living students and daily commuters who have their special needs when choosing their apartments regarding to pricing, transportation and locations.

Survey Review
Various attributes were found to be common when people search for a house to rent: the property location, property type, rent, number of bedrooms, number of bathrooms, the area of living space, availability of parking space, whether they are furnished or serviced and the daily commuting distance and time. Many researches have been done to analyze the relationship between transportation and other metrics based on renters’ choices of renting [4,5,6,7]. Researches also show that the renters’ choices are also highly related with their occupations. Those researches show how we may improve our project in the future, which is using the date came from our own website to build model and improve the recommendation system.

At the same time, crime rate is an important factor when it comes to residential decision. It is known that people would prefer to live in safer areas, even if it’s more expensive. [8] used a two-stage residential sorting model and the results showed that people are willing to pay more to move to a location with lower violent crime occurrences [8,10]. However, it’s hard for us to quantify the extent as we don’t have dataset of how much more money people are willing to pay for an apartment with lower violent crime.

Also, it is undeniable that crime rate and house price are innately correlated. [11] used instrumental variable (IV) method to analyze the relationship of crime rate and land price in
Japan and concluded that every 10% decrease in burglaries rate would result an average 1% rise in land price. Given that it was conducted in Japan, we still want to use the same method to analyze the relationship (between crime rate and house price) in Atlanta. [12,13,14] differentiate between the effects of property crime and violent crime, by using hedonic regression, then quantify the ‘intangible cost’ of crime. The results differed from poor, middle and rich neighborhoods and, violent crime is the dominant factor affecting house prices. Thus we aim to only focus on violent crimes in Atlanta.

Our system uses multiple datasets from different sources, including user input data and verified or unverified public datasets. [14] points out that plenty of information input by end-users are inaccurate. The author uses data event analysis and error cluster analysis for investigating errors. Data event analysis involves a review of all the processes that capture or manipulate the data and error cluster analysis centers on a data subset that contains data suspected of being incorrect. We plan to use similar methods to verify inaccurate data and clean inaccurate data.

As for recommendation system, [15,16,17] shows how to construct a recommendation system. [15] build recommendation system with Hadoop and utilizes recommendation algorithms in Mahout Architecture. To solve problems of natural language ambiguity, [17] proposes a classification of semantic approaches into top-down and bottom-up, rely on the integration of external knowledge sources and a lightweight semantic representation based on the hypothesis. To build an semantic recommendation system, [16] proposes that adding a semantic matcher in recommendation system to match semantic documents from web service users. Thus we plan to try similar recommendation system framework as to construct an online semantic content-based recommendation system.

**Proposed Methods (45%)**

1. **Intuition**
   Comparing to other rental housing website like Zillow, we creatively come up with a new method to analyze data and present data people want to know.
   a. The dataset we are using is comprehensive and timely. In terms of collecting data, we are using real time data because people want to know the up-to-date information. Besides, our dataset is comprehensive. For example, we analyze the crime data which is not included in all other websites’ datasets.
   b. We also analyze data from users’ perspective. We rank the rental houses in three different ways, which are historical review ranking, convenience ranking and safety ranking. The data we show to users is useful, significant and innovative. These data are not user-accessible in other websites.

2. **Approaches**
Data Collection and Cleaning

Our data includes downloaded data and scraped data. And there are 5 main sources of our data, including crime data downloaded from Atlanta Police Department, apartment data scraped from Zillow, reviews and rating data scraped from Yelp and via Google Map API, map data via Google Map API, and neighborhood convenience data scraped from Walkable.

a. For crime data: we downloaded 11 types crime data of Atlanta Police Department from 2009 to 2018. The data includes crime type, location, time and neighborhood.

b. For map data: based on the daily commute location, daily commute method and time limit, we calculate daily commute distance and then we get all the zipcodes in the circle with daily commute location as central and daily commute distance as radius. Further when we get candidate apartments, based on users’ interest places like gym or theater, we use Google Map API to get the closest users’ interest places around each candidate apartment and the distance between them.

c. For Zillow data, we used Python scraping to access apartment basic information by zipcodes we get in map data and users’ requirements from frontend. Then we remove all the apartments that don’t satisfy the time limit constraint.

d. For review and rating data, we use Python scraping to access each candidate apartment’s customer review and rating from Yelp and also get similar information via Google Map API.

e. For neighborhood convenience data, we use Python scraping to access information like walk score, bike score and transition score from Walkable by longitude and latitude information of each candidate apartment.
1. Method of ranking apartments

In the beginning, users are required to select their daily commute location. Based on this location, 30 candidate apartments will be selected by scraping the data from Zillow. Then we would rank the apartments based on our algorithm. There are three criterions in ranking apartments, including historical review, safety and convenience.

In order to rank the apartments, we calculate the scores for each apartment. For historical review scores, we directly scrape the apartment’s score on Yelp. For the convenience scores, the scores are obtained from Zillow by real-time scraping. The convenience scores includes walk score, bike score and transition score.

For the safety score, we calculate the number of last 10 years’ accidents happened around each apartment. The equation of calculating the safety score is

\[ \text{Score of Apt } i = \frac{\text{Num } i - \text{Min}}{\text{Max} - \text{Min}} \]

where Num \( i \) means the number of accidents happened around apartment \( i \). Let \( N_i \) denote the number accidents happened around apartment \( i \). Min represents the minimum value of \( N_i \) and Max represents the maximum value of \( N_i \).

Based on these three scores, the overall grade of each apartment is calculated by taking the average of these three scores. The recommendation ranking is done based on the overall grade.

2. User Interactive and Visualization
   1) Interfaces and their goals
A welcome Interface: This page includes an introduction of our project and a simple tutorial about how to use it. It aims to help the users begin their first try on our recommendation system.

Search-filter Interface: This page has 4 sections. Basic information section contains check-boxes, drop down menus and range sliders which enables users to customize their preference including price range, beds, baths, rating on Google/Yelp, etc. In transportation part, user need to locate their place of work/study and preferred distance/time of commuting. In keyword search section, user can input their preferred places.

Result Interface: A page shows a map with our recommended rental position ordered by rank. In this page, users are able to scroll around the map and see on the map where our recommended apartments are and the keyword search results. Other basic map operations such as zoom in and out are also allowed.

Detailed Information Interface: When users click a marker on in the result page, a detailed information page will pop up, and tell them on why we recommend it.

2) **How to build the interface (Tools)**

HTML5, CSS3 and JavaScipt: In general, our website can be divided into two main functional parts. The first one is obtaining filter options from users and the second is display our result in map. The fundamental tools we use are HTML5 with CSS3 and Javascript. Meanwhile, some powerful library in Javascript like Leaflet.js are used to help us build the website.

React (Search-filter Interface): After visiting the welcome page, a page with result map and user preference options module will be displayed. For our search filter options, we consider Reactivesearch a wonderful Javascript library to realize it. Reactivesearch contains various pre-built module for filter section in map search, which is very efficient and convenient. For the actual display of map, we use Reactivemap library which contains interactive component for map display.

3) **Final effect**
For our recommendation system, we mainly want to add more features compared to existing recommendation service to satisfy users’ safety anticipation and transportation requirement. Therefore, in order to evaluate our project, we asked for the feedback from our testing users. We first had the testing users utilize our website.
for searching for their next potential rentals and then we gave them the survey asking for their evaluation based on their experience with our website.

Also, since user experience is one of the top concern of a recommendation website, our website needs to give back results as quick as possible to limit the user’s waiting time. Given that our website needs to handle data from different sources and even with “real-time” scraping, efficiency of our codes are essential. We want to have our website generates searching and ranking results within 2 seconds based on our server’s computation resource. This time limit will be our most important evaluation for program efficiency and user experience.

Our questions had two categories. The first category was for asking experience with our website alone and the other category was asking for comparison between our website and other existing solutions such as zillow.com. We not only asked user’s for opinions on the results but also asked for user’s satisfaction with our interface and visualization. By collecting the responses, we can answer the questions for our project evaluations - how good is our recommendation results; how is our recommendation system compared to others’; how is our website design.

(2) Detail of our evaluation (25%)

Below is a screenshot of our survey given to testing users.
We collected response from different groups of users for more accurate results. We had 40 total validate responses - 3 of them were freshmen or sophomores at Georgia Tech, 9 were juniors or seniors at Georgia Tech, 15 were masters at Georgia Tech, 9 were PhD students at Georgia Tech and 4 were daily commuters working around Georgia Tech campus area.

Below are the answers we got from our survey for testing users.

In general, how satisfied are you with the recommendation system's result.
40 responses

* with 1 unsatisfied and 5 very satisfied

In general, how satisfied are you with the interface and visualization of the website.
40 responses

* with 1 unsatisfied and 5 very satisfied
For further quantifying how well our project’s recommendations were, we also asked users whether or not they could find a satisfying result within the top 5 suggestions. Only 5 out of 40 users were unable to find one within the top 5 suggestions. The recommendation algorithms and results yielded by the testing user survey met our expectation. However, our website usually took more than 10 seconds for generating the result since we have faced unforeseen challenge from scraping web pages. Our project failed meeting the 2-second expected time limit. This was also the main reason why users deducted points from user interface and visualization.
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<td>Bosheng Jian</td>
</tr>
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<td>Yibo Wang</td>
</tr>
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</tr>
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**Conclusion**

In this project, we are going to build a housing rental recommendation website, especially for off-campus living students and daily commuters who have their special needs. There are three main innovation for our project: First, this project innovatively comes up with the idea to design a housing rental recommendation website especially for off-campus students and commuters. Secondly, we used multiple datasets like Yelp, Zillow, Crime datasets to construct multi-feature filtings. Finally, our user interface is interactive and user-oriented. Our project will definitely contribute tremendous value in giving people a easy life.
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